Mammographic screening: international perspective.
The twentieth century saw the introduction of mammography as a diagnostic tool and its refinement as a screening method. It appears guaranteed that women who are well informed will seek mammography screening with high expectations of technical quality and accurate interpretation. More refined knowledge of breast anatomy and pathology will assist radiologists to interpret with high specificity. We will learn how to recognized more accurately normal structures and doubtful findings. We will gain experience in interpretation through faithful review of interval cancers and subtle screen-detected cancers, and will use educational tools that have the potential to improve the efficiency of education by directing attention to specific deficiencies. Mammographic screening has been advanced through the efforts of dedicated teams of physicians, scientists, and other professionals throughout the world. The international communication of ideas and discoveries will continue to challenge the boundaries of what can be accomplished in early detection as well as noninvasive therapy, and this body of knowledge will continue to be enriched by these diverse contributions.